I have had this TA before, and I absolutely enjoy his class. He gives us different ways to think of formulas so that we don't even need to learn formulas. He clearly explains what we should know and what has been covered in class. He gives a great review of the material.

very helpful in discussion

I've had this guy for a TA twice now, and both times he was very helpful. He was able to clarify any and all confusions I had while taking this course.

He is very helpful and clarifies anything that might be confusing.

Chris was a good T.A., I liked the fact that he brought in ideas that were not discussed in class, but related to math and were helpful.

Knowledgeable and kind TA. He does a great job of reviewing the class contents. Thanks!

This guy does a better job at teaching than most of my professors.

I liked that he came into class with a lot of interesting things that related to the material we were learning. Even though I never went to his office hours, he was always asking the students to come into whenever they want.